Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, July 2018

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com). Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory

Update on the status of the Glasgow School of Art:

deezen.com/2018/06/28/glasgow-school-of-art-fire-demolition-news/

Suggested current periodical readings:


Lubell, Sam. “Brave new approaches to preservation are using the past as a palette,” Oculus, vol. 80, no. 2, (Summer 2018), 52-58.


Booklist

Architects:


Wirz, Heinz, ed. Henley Halebrown. Contrib. Hugh Strange. Lucerne: Quart Verlag,
Architecture – Bangladesh:


Architecture – Denmark:


Architecture – Egypt:


Architecture – India:


Architecture – Israel:


Architecture – Japan:


Architecture – United Kingdom:


**Architecture – United States:**


**Architectural Design:**


**Architectural Technology:**


**Architectural Theory:**

Architecture & Society:


Building Materials:


Building Types:


York: Rizzoli, 2018. ISBN: 9780847858811. 302 pages. $55.00


**Landscape Architecture:**


**Masterworks:**


**Reference Works:**


**Urban Design:**


Women in Architecture: